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ABSTRACT2

It has recently been proposed that macroalgae (e.g. kelp) could be grown in the open ocean3
as a CO2 removal strategy. Most macroalgae naturally grow in shallow coastal waters, and their4
ability to grow in open ocean conditions is largely untested. Here we quantify macroalgae growth5
potential in the North Atlantic using an established model of Saccharina latissima forced by an6
ocean state estimate. In the relatively clear open ocean waters, we find that growth is possible7
to depths of up to 50m across most of the region, with higher growth between 40◦N and 50◦N.8
The model exhibits a large carbon to nitrogen ratio at the southern end of the growth range. The9
ratio of kelp carbon to phytoplankton biomass is also relatively high in the southeastern portion of10
the growth range. Using a sensitivity analysis, we find that the position of the southern limit of11
the growth range is largely modulated by temperature tolerance on the western side of the basin12
in the Gulf Stream and low nitrates on the eastern side of the basin. We also find a statistically13
significant reduction in the kelp growth potential over the period from 2002-2019, reflecting the14
warming of the surface ocean over this period.15
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1 INTRODUCTION

There is an urgent need for carbon dioxide removal (CDR) strategies to be developed in order to limit the17
warming of global mean surface air temperature to less than 2◦C by 2100 (Lee et al., 2021). In order to18
meet this target, negative net CO2 emissions are required by 2050 (Rogelj et al., 2018). The biological sink19
of carbon in the North Atlantic, by which carbon dioxide is stored largely through photosynthesis, removes20
between 4 and 18% of annual anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions (Sanders et al., 2014; Canadell et al.,21
2021). There are several methods that have been explored to enhance this sink such as iron fertilisation and22
artificial up-welling (Canadell et al., 2021).23

One method that has been proposed is the growth of macroalgae on artificial substrates in the open24
ocean, away from their native habitat (rocky bottomed coastal waters). For example, Whiting et al. (2020)25
modeled kelp growth on free-floating platforms off the West Coast of the United States. Using a coupled26
hydrodynamic-biogeocheical-kelp model for Saccharina latissima (S. latissima), Broch et al. (2019) found27
that the offshore waters were more suitable for kelp growth than the coastal waters off the coast of Norway.28
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However, the ability of macroalgae to grow in broader open ocean conditions remains largely untested.29
Here, we quantify the growth potential for S. latissima in the North Atlantic ocean, using an established30
kelp growth model (Broch and Slagstad, 2012; Broch et al., 2013) forced with output from an ocean state31
estimate (E.U. Copernicus Marine Service Information, 2021a,d,b,c).32

Our primary objectives are to uncover the spatial patterns associated with kelp growth in the open ocean33
and to quantify the carbon and nitrogen stored within the fronds at the end of a single growing season. This34
could help identify target regions for future field trials. It is important to note that we do not attempt to35
capture the influence of macroalgae on phytoplankton or other components of the biogeochemical system,36
and thus we do not quantify the carbon sequestration potential of this strategy. Nevertheless, modelling37
the kelp growth potential in the open ocean is a useful first step and we hope that it leads to future work38
to quantify the carbon sequestration potential using fully coupled hydrodynamic-biogeochemistry-kelp39
models and field measurements.40

Below, in section 2 we describe the configuration and forcing of the growth model for S. latissima. In41
section 3, we describe the geographical and vertical distribution of kelp biomass and the seasonal growth42
patterns and calculate the carbon:nitrogen ratio at the end of the growth period. The latter is important43
because nitrates that are consumed by the kelp could have been used by phytoplankton and hence uptake of44
nitrates by the kelp could reduce primary production in a coupled system. We also examine the sensitivity45
of the results to a few key parameters. Finally, we end in section 4 with a discussion of the results and the46
implications for future work.47

2 METHODS

2.1 Model48

Here, we use a growth model for S. latissima (sugar kelp) first proposed by Broch and Slagstad (2012).49
This species was chosen because it is relatively well-studied due to its widespread use in aquaculture and it50
has been proposed as a candidate for offshore macroalgae farms (Broch et al., 2019; Whiting et al., 2020;51
Running Tide, 2021). Although other models for S. latissima have been developed (e.g. Venolia et al.,52
2020), we use the model first described in Broch and Slagstad (2012) because it has been tested in North53
Atlantic conditions (Broch and Slagstad, 2012; Broch et al., 2013; Molen et al., 2018; Broch et al., 2019)54
and its inputs (temperature, nitrate concentration, and irradiance) are readily available from ocean state55
estimates and reanalysis products.56

The kelp growth model consists of three coupled ordinary differential equations governing the evolution57
of the three primary state variables; frond area (A), nitrogen reserves (N ) and carbon reserves (C). We58
followed the implementation described in Broch and Slagstad (2012) with the modifications later proposed59
in Broch et al. (2013), except that we use a more accurate and efficient fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme60
instead of the explicit Euler scheme used in Broch and Slagstad (2012). We validated the model by61
repeating the experiments reported in Broch and Slagstad (2012). Our implementation of the model has62
been made publicly available (Strong-Wright, 2021) in the Julia programming language. The reader is63
referred to the description of the code and Broch and Slagstad (2012); Broch et al. (2013) for details of the64
implementation.65

The kelp growth model was forced using temperature and nitrate concentrations from the Mercator66
Ocean physics and biogeochemical analysis and reanalysis (E.U. Copernicus Marine Service Information,67
2021a,d,b,c), and the photosynthetically available radiation (PAR) was obtained from NASA’s Joint Polar68
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Satellite system and Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (NASA Goddard Space Flight Center,69
Ocean Ecology Laboratory, Ocean Biology Processing Group, 2021b,a). The diffuse attenuation coefficient70
was derived from the chlorophyll concentration using the method described by Morel (1988) and modified71
by Morel and Maritorena (2001) (the same method used in the biogeochemical model; Aumont et al.72
(2015)). The temperature was available at 1/12◦ resolution but this was sub-sampled at the 1/4◦ resolution73
of the biogeochemical model to force the kelp growth model. The PAR was available at 9km resolution and74
was also subsampled at 1/4◦ resolution. Missing PAR values due to cloud cover or low light levels were75
filled in using linear interpolation.76

The initial conditions for the state variables match the values used in Broch and Slagstad (2012),77
specifically A = 0.1dm2, N = 0.022gN(g sw)−1, and C = 0.3gC(g sw)−1. The sensitivity of the results78
to these initial conditions was evaluated by varying the initial conditions with constant forcing conditions79
(see Supplementary Material). This analysis revealed that for sufficiently small initial area, the model80
results are not very sensitive to the initial carbon and nitrogen reserves. Further, the analysis showed that81
for a large range of initial areas, all runs converged to the same equilibrium state with constant forcing.82
These results are shown in Figures S1 and S2 of the Supplementary Material.83

After validation and testing, the kelp growth model was applied to a static grid over the area between84
0 and 80◦W, and 35 and 65◦N. The depth range 0 to 75m was used since we found no significant growth85
below this depth range. In the baseline runs a 1/4◦ grid with 2m depth resolution was used, and for86
parameter variation analysis a 1◦ grid with the same depth resolution was used.87

For the simulations shown the main text we run the model from December 1st to January 4th two calendar88
years later (i.e. for a period of 400 days). This time frame was chosen for several reasons: Start dates89
around this time yield very similar results (variation in the temporal change of conditions over a small90
range is captured in the ensemble described below), and by the end date the maximum total carbon of the91
run has been surpassed. Figure S3 in the Supplementary Material shows the total carbon for various start92
dates. Unless otherwise noted, the model is run from the end of 2019 (01/12/2019) until the start of 202193
(04/01/2021).94

We do not consider self-shading or nutrient uptake by the kelp. This is likely to be a reasonable assumption95
for the purposes of estimating the kelp growth if the density of the kelp is sufficiently low. After scaling96
our model results such that there is one vertical line of kelp in each square kilometer of ocean and with 10097
kelp fronds per meter in the vertical, the total nitrate uptake by the kelp was less than 1/500 of the nitrate98
uptake by phytoplankton in the same area (Louanchi and Najjar, 2001). However, there is a clear need for99
future work to consider a fully coupled biogeochemical model in order to assess the ecosystem impacts of100
offshore kelp growth and the carbon sequestration potential.101

3 RESULTS

Figure 1(a) shows the carbon content per kelp frond, averaged in depth between 0 and 75m on the day102
that the depth and area-integrated carbon is maximised. The contour line in all panels shows the location103
where the average carbon content is equal to 5gC/frond. The kelp grows well across most of the North104
Atlantic with a sharp decline south of about 40◦N. The maximum carbon content generally occurs near the105
southern end of the growth range, between 40◦N and 45◦N with notably high values in the southeast corner106
of the growth range. Figure 1(b) shows the depth-averaged nitrogen content per frond on the same day. The107
nitrogen content shows a notably distinct pattern compared to carbon with larger values at higher latitudes.108
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Figure 1. Panels A-C: depth-averaged carbon (A), nitrogen (B) and carbon:nitrogen ratio (C) on the
day 344 in early November when the total carbon content is maximum in the kelp model. Panels D-F:
temperature (D) and nitrate concentration (E) and photosynthetically available radiation (F) that were used
as input to the kelp growth model, here shown averaged in time (400 days) and depth (0-75m) over the
kelp deployment. For reference the 5gC/frond contour is shown in black (white in panel C), indicating the
limits of the region with significant kelp growth.
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Figure 2. Longitude (0◦W to 80◦W) and depth averaged (0 to 65m) Carbon (panel A), Nitrogen (panel B),
and carbon:nitrogen ratio per frond (gC/gN), as a function of time and latitude (panel C).

Figure 1(c) shows the corresponding kelp carbon:nitrogen (C:N) ratio. This ratio varies significantly109
across the region and reaches high values, in excess of 50 gC/gN near the southern end of the growth range110
(indicated in a white contour line). Note that the ratio is not meaningful south of the growth range where the111
carbon and nitrogen contents are small. The modeled C:N ratio is generally consistent with measurements112
made for kelp growing in coastal waters (22 to 32; Fossberg et al. (2018), 15 to 42; Nielsen et al. (2014),113
23 to 131; Nielsen et al. (2016)).114

To visualize the conditions that drive these patterns, Figure 1(d-f) shows ocean temperature, nitrate115
concentration, and PAR, averaged in depth and time to span the full kelp deployment. For reference, the116
southern end of the growth range is shown as in panels (a-c). In the kelp growth model, the maximum117
growth rates occur for temperatures between 10-15◦C. Interestingly, the largest carbon content occurs in118
locations that are on average warmer than 15◦C. As will be discussed below, the kelp exhibit non-trivial119
depth and seasonal variations which likely explain the lack of a direct link between mean temperature120
and kelp growth. This illustrates the utility of a dynamic kelp model that is capable of responding to121
time-varying local conditions.122

On the western side of the North Atlantic basin, the 5gC/frond contour closely tracks the average123
temperature contours between 19-21◦C, following the mean path of the Gulf Stream. On the eastern side of124
the basin, the 5gC/frond contour appears to more closely follow an average nitrate concentration of 0.5125
mm/m3. This, together with the observation that the C:N ratio is higher on the eastern side of the basin,126
suggests that kelp on the southwestern end of the growth range is primarily limited by temperature, while127
growth on the southeastern end of the growth range is primarily limited by nitrate. On the western side of128
the Labrador Sea, the 5gC/frond contour closely follows the 2◦C average temperature contour. West of this129
contour, kelp growth is inhibited in the cold waters carried south by the Labrador Current.130

Figure 2(a,b) shows the carbon and nitrogen content per frond, averaged in depth and longitude, and131
plotted as a function of latitude and time, and panel (c) shows the ratio of these quantities. The nitrogen132
content increases between April and June with the southern latitudes increasing earlier in the year. The133
carbon content rapidly increases in April but then plateaus before increasing again from June-August.134
The increase in carbon in the summer months draws down the nitrogen reserves that had been built up135
earlier, leading to an increase in the C:N ratio, particularly in the southern region where the ambient nitrate136
concentration is low and the kelp deplete their nitrogen reserves.137
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Figure 3. Panel (a): longitude average (0◦W to 80◦W) kelp growth rate (solid) at two representative
latitudes on at the end of July. The depth of maximum growth rate is proportional to the photosynthetic
efficiency as shown by the grey boundaries where the photosynthetic efficiency is varied by ±25%. Panel
(b): ratio of the normalised kelp carbon content to the phytoplankton biomass. Each quantity is normalized
by the area average such that the ratio is unitless and if the kelp carbon and phytoplankton biomass were
uniformly distributed the ratio would be 1.

The vertical distribution of kelp also changes with latitude. The solid black curves in Figure 3(a) show138
vertical profiles of the growth rate (measured in terms of carbon accumulation) averaged over all longitudes139
for two latitudes. Solid grey curves show the sensitivity to the photosynthetic efficiency which will be140
discussed below. For comparison, the dotted curves show the net primary production per volume (NPPV)141
for phytoplankton at the same locations. At 41.5N, both curves exhibit a distinct subsurface maximum142
which is characteristic of nutrient limitation (e.g. Yang et al., 2021), but the peak in phytoplankton NPPV is143
significantly deeper than the peak in the kelp growth rate, despite the fact that the kelp and phytoplankton144
are exposed to the same nitrate and PAR profiles. Increasing the photosynthetic efficiency deepens the145
subsurface maximum for kelp (lower grey curve) which suggests that differences in the response to low146
light conditions might explain the different depth of the subsurface maximum for phytoplankton and kelp.147
It should also be noted that phytoplankton are subject to advection and diffusion while kelp are not in our148
model.149

At 65◦N (Figure 3(a), right panel), the subsurface maximum for kelp and phytoplankton is less distinct150
and the curves are nearly constant at shallow depths. Interestingly, at this latitude the kelp growth rate151
remains high to a lower depth compared to the phytoplankton primary production. The reasons for this152
aren’t immediately clear, but we speculate that this might be due to the fact that kelp in our model aren’t153
subject to deep vertical mixing that limits phytoplankton growth at high latitudes, particularly in the winter.154

Although our kelp growth model is not coupled with the biogeochemical model, it is of interest to155
compare the geographical distribution of kelp and phytoplankton growth. Figure 3(b) shows the ratio of156
normalized kelp carbon content and phytoplankton biomass. Each quantity has been normalized by the157
area average such that if the distribution of kelp and phytoplankton were uniform, the ratio would be 1.158
Interestingly, kelp grows comparatively better in the open ocean compared to the coastal waters that form159
their natural habitat. This can be explained by strong light attenuation in coastal waters. Together with the160
results shown above, this demonstrates significant growth potential for kelp in the open ocean. Within the161
open ocean the ratio is maximum in the southeastern region where the nitrate concentrations are relatively162
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low (see Fig. 1b) and highly seasonally dependent. The ability of kelp to store nitrogen in the spring and163
use these reserves for growth later in the year (see Fig. 2) confers an advantage over phytoplankton in164
regions where the nitrate concentration becomes low and is seasonally variable.165

3.1 Sensitivity166

The results above were produced with a kelp growth model with the parameters reported in Broch and167
Slagstad (2012) and Broch et al. (2013). We performed a sensitivity analysis to quantify the dependence on168
several key parameters and the initial conditions. Estimates of the photosynthetic rates for S. latissima vary169
considerably (Luning, 1979; Bartsch et al., 2008; Broch and Slagstad, 2012). To explore the sensitivity170
of the results to the photosynthetic rate, we varied the photosynthetic efficiency, α, by ±25% about its171
baseline value. Varying α changed the depth average carbon content at all locations, primarily by changing172
the depth range over which kelp can grow. The grey curves in Figure 3(a) show this effect.173

There is also significant uncertainty in the literature as to the maximum temperature at which S. latissima174
can grow. For example, it has been reported that there is a risk of death with no subsequent continuation of175
growth in water with temperatures as low as 17◦C (Gerard and Du Bois, 1988) and that consistent growth176
could be possible up to 22◦C (Bolton and Lüning, 1982). In the Broch and Slagstad (2012) model the177
growth rate includes a term that is a piecewise linear function of temperature such that the growth rate178
is zero for temperatures warmer than an upper limit, Th. To examine the sensitivity of the results to the179
maximum temperature, we varied Th by ±2◦C about the baseline value of Th = 19◦C. Varying Th shifted180
the position of the southern boundary of the kelp growth range (i.e. the southern contour shown in Figure181
1). When Th increased, the growth boundary shifted to the south most prominently on the western side of182
the basin where temperature is the main limiting factor. When Th was reduced the growth boundary shifted183
to the north at all longitudes. It will be important to refine the estimates of the temperature tolerance of S.184
latissima if the region just north of the southern growth boundary with large carbon content and large C:N185
ratio is to be targeted for offshore kelp growth.186

In addition to the model parameters, the kelp growth depends on the environmental conditions in a187
given year. To explore this dependence and the interannual variability, the model was run with data188
from 2002 to 2017 (i.e. runs started on 01/12/2002-2017 and ended 04/01/2004-2019). To sample the189
variability associated with all of these combined effects, a random ensemble of 300 runs was constructed190
where the photosynthetic efficiency and maximum temperature tolerance were normally distributed with191
standard deviations half the range given above, the year was uniformly distributed. An Analysis of Variance192
(ANOVA) was also performed on the ensemble and the full results of this analysis are reported in Table S1193
in the Supplementary Material. Regressions showed that the relationship between the total kelp carbon194
growth and the phytosynthetic efficiency, and the maximum temperature tolerance is positive.195

Figure 4 shows the maximum total carbon for each run in the ensemble as a function of starting year.196
The total carbon is normalized based on a density of 1 vertical line of kelp per km2, with 100 fronds per197
meter in the vertical direction. Since the kelp is not coupled with the biogeochemical model, the results198
can be scaled to other densities with the important caveat that at high densities the kelp could significantly199
influence the biogeochemical system (e.g. by modifying the light levels or depleting nitrate concentrations),200
thereby changing the results.201

The total carbon exhibits a statistically significant negative trend over the period considered (2002-2019),202
as shown in a linear fit in the top panel of Figure 4. The interannual variability and the linear trend in the203
total carbon are inversely related to the mean temperature between 35 − 45◦N (bottom panel of Figure204
4). Indeed, a t-test demonstrates a strong negative correlation between these quantities (p < 10−29). In205
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Figure 4. Top panel: Maximum total carbon of each model run from an ensemble with varying parameters
plotted as a function of the model starting year. A linear fit to the model ensemble and a shaded region
indicating the 95% confidence interval of the fit coefficients indicates a statistically significant downward
trend. Bottom panel: Mean temperature averaged from 0 to 75m in depth, 0◦W to 80◦W in longitude and
35◦N to 45◦N in latitude.

years when the temperature is anomalously high, the area that is viable for kelp growth shrinks leading206
to a reduction in the total carbon. As discussed below, the reduction in growth potential with increasing207
temperatures has important implications in the presence of climate change.208

4 DISCUSSION

Here, we used an existing model for S. latissima forced with reanalysis data and found that ocean conditions209
are favorable for kelp growth across most of the North Atlantic in a region bounded by extreme temperatures210
and low nitrate levels. A sensitivity study indicated that the geographical range that is favorable for growth211
depends on parameters in the kelp growth model and annually-varying ocean temperatures. Another notable212
result is the significant variability in the kelp carbon:nitrogen (C:N) ratio, with high values in regions where213
nitrate levels are low in the summer.214

In the western side of the North Atlantic basin, the boundary of the growth region appears to be controlled215
by temperature constraints on kelp growth. Although the kelp growth model is forced with fields that vary in216
time and space, the southern growth boundary on the western side of the basin closely follows the 19-20◦C217
annual and depth-averaged temperature contour. This is close to the maximum temperature for kelp growth218
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in the model which is 19◦C. Conversely, in the Labrador Sea the northern growth boundary closely follows219
the 2◦C contour and the path of the Labrador Current. This provides a useful way to estimate the growth220
range, although as noted above and discussed in the Supplementary Material, the bounding temperatures221
are sensitive to the model parameters. The upper temperature limit is particularly uncertain with various222
estimates in the literature (e.g. Bolton and Lüning, 1982; Gerard and Du Bois, 1988) and this significantly223
influences the size of the growth region.224

On the eastern side of the basin, the growth boundary follows contours of the mean nitrate concentration225
(between 0.2 and 0.5mmol/m3), implying a nitrate limitation in this area. This is consistent with observed226
minimum nitrate concentration limits of S. latissima with a significant drop in growth rate below227
0.4mmol/m3;Jevne et al. (2020). Our results are consistent with the surveys reported in (Breeman, 1988)228
and van Den Hoek (1982) who discussed the role of temperature in controlling the growth range of various229
species of seaweed in coastal waters. However, while these studies considered only temperature control on230
the distribution, we find that low nitrate concentrations dictate the southern growth boundary in the eastern231
half of the North Atlantic basin.232

In the southeastern part of the growth range (between the Azores and the Bay of Biscay), the modeled233
kelp C:N ratio at the end of the growing season is very high and kelp grow better relative to their average234
growth compared to phytoplankton. In these waters with low and seasonally variable nitrate concentration,235
the ability of kelp to store nitrogen (Sjøtun, 1993; Nielsen et al., 2014) appears to be very important.236
The kelp nitrogen reserves increase in the spring when nitrate concentrations are relatively high, and the237
nitrogen reserve is then used to fuel growth in later months.238

The model indicates kelp growth to depths of about 50m in offshore conditions with a mean maximum239
growth rate at a depth just below 20m. For depths shallower than 20m, the mean growth rate is largely240
independent of photosynthetic efficiency, implying that the growth is not light limited. There are instances241
in very clear water where S. latissima has been observed at similar depths; for example Krause-Jensen242
et al. (2019) observed growth deeper than 61m. However, this is significantly different to most coastal243
observations with a median maximum depth of 17.7m (Krause-Jensen et al., 2019), light attenuation is244
much stronger.245

We tested the sensitivity of the results to key parameters and environmental conditions using an ensemble246
of 300 model runs. A key takeaway from the ensemble was the strong negative correlation between average247
temperature near the southern boundary and the total kelp carbon. This raises the possibility that in the248
future the viable area for kelp growth will be reduced as the North Atlantic warms (Kwiatkowski et al.,249
2020). In the low temperature limited regions the area could be expanded as sea temperature increases,250
although this region is currently small. As sea ice recedes, the viable area might be extended to the north251
(Krause-Jensen et al., 2019). Another possible impact of the changing climate is the projected reduction in252
nitrate concentration, which would further decrease the viable area (Kwiatkowski et al., 2020).253

The model exhibits significant geographical variability in the kelp C:N ratio across the North Atlantic.254
The range in the modeled C:N mass ratio is generally consistent with coastal observations of S. latissima255
(e.g. 22 to 32, 15 to 42, 23 to 131 Fossberg et al., 2018; Nielsen et al., 2014, 2016). The high modeled C:N256
ratio in the southeastern portion of the growth range can be explained by favorable light and temperature257
levels but low nitrate levels in these waters. The average molar ratio for kelp from our model is 31.1± 0.5258
which is significantly higher than the canonical Redfield ratio of 6.6 Redfield (1934). This suggests that259
kelp could represent a nitrogen-efficient sink of carbon.260
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There are several important caveats that are worth noting. First, the kelp model assumes that nitrate is the261
only limiting nutrient. S. latissima is known to uptake ammonium (Ahn et al., 1998) and other nutrients262
such as phosphorus, iron, or other trace metals could limit kelp growth, particularly in the open ocean263
(Lubsch and Timmermans, 2019; Venolia et al., 2020; Broch et al., 2019). Offshore conditions could also264
expose the kelp to enhanced erosion due to strong wind and wave-generated currents. However, as noted by265
Broch and Slagstad (2012), there is little available information about the influence of water movement on266
frond erosion and this is not explicitly included in the model. Future work based on laboratory experiments267
or field trials could provide valuable information on these additional processes.268

Here our focus was quantifying the growth potential of S. latissima in the North Atlantic. We have not269
attempted to quantify possible enhancement in carbon sequestration rates or changes in the air/sea CO2270
flux. To do so would require a coupled physics/biogeochemistry/kelp model including seawater chemistry271
and a representation of intentional or natural sinking of the kelp biomass. Efforts to develop and test models272
of this type are needed to evaluate the strategy of growing kelp for the purpose of removing excess carbon273
dioxide from the ocean and atmosphere.274
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